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The County Planning staff follows the party-line of the APA self-proclaimed 

ideologues on how everyone must live; the enlightened-elite reforming the 

common folk via legislation. 

The dogma from the APA self-anointed experts:  

APA Webinar: The Value of Planning in the 21St Century APA’s Strategic Plan: 

Lead, Innovate, Inspire (November 2011) 

1. Planners are the guardians of the future. 

2. Planners protect the public interest, safety and welfare. 

3. Planners have a special concern for the long-term consequences of present 

day actions. 

4. Planners add value by communicating the outcomes of planning, with a special 

focus on the economics of land use decisions. 

5. Planners ensure that elected officials make smart, efficient and equitable 

decisions that work for the long term. 

6. Planning is about leading, innovating and inspiring the next generation. 

In this APA Strategic plan there is no mention of public wishes or property rights. 

Elected officials are to be responsible to APA, not the other way round, and 

certainly not to the public. The Albemarle planning staff parrots this APA dogma 

in its Comprehensive Plan draft wish-list, and avoids any consideration of 

taxpayer cost or cost-effectiveness. 

There is an expressed concern with view-sheds and historical artifacts, but not 

with constitutional views or with the lessons of our history. The Marxian goal of 

“social justice” forms the underlying objective, based on the referenced 1998 

“Sustainability Accords.” 

Rural roads are extolled for their scenic and tourist values, rather than as safe 

and efficient transportation conduits. 

Regulatory control is proposed to ensure Disneyland-like, and now aesthetically -

defined rural landscapes; all that is missing is a new generation of complacent  
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“Stepford wives” and designated Kodak photo-op locations… all for the stated 

benefit of the local tourism industry.  

Proposed “Unity in format” standards are in keeping with standardized Potemkin 

village facades reminiscent of Hollywood’s “City-Walk,” make-believe world.  

It is a sham to claim wide-spread community input, unless that means the 

community of special interest groups meeting behind the scenes. It certainly has 

not been evidenced by any numbers of independent citizens speaking at these 

open public venues. Replace all Comprehensive Plan references to “Albemarle 

wants/visions” with the term “County Planning Staff and special interest groups.” 

SimCity, computer-bound planners designing dream communities on their 

computers do not assure transformation of the rural life-style into hip, new-

urbanism communities.  

Vibrant is a favorite word of the planners; forgotten is that such vitality arises 

organically from freely interacting individuals, not from a planner’s word 

processor and utopian dogma.  

This Comprehensive plan exudes planners’ elitist lingo, with such expressions as  

“multimodal experiences,”  and references to pedestrians wistfully “assessing 

their relationships to a nearby building and street.” 

A motivated attorney might evaluate the unjust takings of county taxpayer taxes 

to foster a discriminatory planning policy explicitly stating a lower level of county 

services in favor of privileged development areas of smart growth. 

The refusal to acknowledge the demonstrated negative effects of compact/smart 

growth housing packaging…more expensive, more concentrated pollution, more 

crime, and less choice persists. 

Environmental systems are erroneously assumed to be fragile, and in a static 

state of near perfection, contrary to published scientific evidence. 

Shame on you all for passing on this massive private property land grab in which 

no action of citizens escapes some bureaucratic control in this wish-list called the 

Comprehensive Plan up-date. Yes, all involved have spent a lot of time on it; 

however, good intentions alone do not assure appropriateness or validity. 

 


